Infor and IBM Power Solution
Center of Excellence

Improve your business.
Companies that run their business applications on the IBM® Power
Systems™ platform, including the IBM i, know they can rely on their
hardware for the simplicity, security, flexibility, and savings it
delivers. But they may wonder about the future of their System i
enterprise software. Not every software provider invests the time and
effort in solutions for the IBM i platform that are required for their
customers’ long-term success. Forward-thinking companies expect
a strategic and disciplined approach.

Leverage experience.
Infor™ delivers. We have many years of collective experience in
developing, selling, implementing, and supporting enterprise
solutions for the System i platform and are committed to serving the
needs of our 15,000 System i customers—both now and in
the future.
Infor and IBM are committed to optimizing Infor applications on IBM
technology. As proof of our commitment, we’ve created the Infor and
IBM Power Solution Center of Excellence (COE), offering high-level
services for key areas of your business and simplifying the process
of extending your core ERP and financial capabilities with customer

relationship management (CRM), human capital management
(HCM), and other strategic solutions. Our goal is to protect your
current IBM i investment, make it easy for you to gain deeper and
broader functionality without disrupting your day-to-day operations,
and reduce your total cost of ownership.
The Power Solution COE is a state-of-the-art demonstration center in
Alpharetta, Georgia, opening to customers and partners in October
2011. It interactively displays the latest integrated hardware from
IBM and software products from Infor. At the COE, Infor showcases
solutions not only on the IBM i operating system, but all IBM server
technology, including IBM AIX® and Linux operating systems, and
IBM System x® and IBM BladeCenter® servers providing scalability,
reliability, and performance using x86 archi-tecture. The IBM
POWER7® technologies, Virtual IBM i AIX operating system
environments, and Infor/Lawson application suites are featured.
Infor10 ERP solutions integrate with IBM i Solution Edition, combining
the speed of IBM POWER7® hardware with the strengths of the IBM i
operating system, including a relational database, security, web
services, networking, and storage maintenance. It represents a
leap forward to more intelligent systems and provides a
simplified, high-performance IT environment for managing core
business applications.

Combine a powerful platform and applications that work together to optimize your business
and improve your customer service.

Infor knows all our customers expect rich functionality, global
deployment strategies, multiple interface capabilities, and an
infrastructure that allows them to focus on their customers, while
maintaining low total cost of ownership delivered through easy
deployment and use, standard tools, and attainable skill sets.
Our strategy is geared toward turning those expectations into
reality that customers may witness and test in a live
environment at the COE.

At the COE, you’ll see how you can:
• Protect and extend your current IT investment.
• Gain using flexible solutions designed to evolve.
• Implement new solutions at your own pace.
• Lower your total cost of ownership.

The COE will also offer one-day customer executive briefings
focused on varied and evolving key topics with an agenda
tailored to each customer’s needs.

Get business specific.
How do we accomplish our objectives for System i customers? It’s
simple: We balance your present needs with your future needs.
We have a plan for the System i solutions you’re using today,
which includes continued support with fast, responsive answers
to all your issues by our global support team; new product
enhancements based on our knowledge of industry trends, as
well as input from user groups and customer forums; and the
ability to extend your solutions in areas critical to your business.
We’re also investing in the System i solutions that will serve you
tomorrow by adopting new technologies, such as Infor10, that will
keep your solutions modern, provide a unified and highly intuitive
user experience, and incorporate best practices from an
architecture perspective, as well as a business process and
industry perspective.

To make the transition as smooth as possible, we’re converting
legacy code to the Infor Development Framework in an
evolutionary way so that your old and new IBM i applications can
coexist in harmony.

Technology.

Application.

Our strategy is to build solutions for our System i customers by
using advanced industry-standard technology, evolving select
business processes, adding best-practice functionality, and
providing incremental upgrade paths. The basis for this strategy is
the Infor Development Framework, a flexible application
architecture that provides easy user customizations and
extension capabilities for increased productivity.

With breakthrough new technology called Infor10, you can take
advantage of innovative architecture that makes your software
more flexible, reliable, and fast. Built on the technology stack,
Infor10 ION Suite, it redefines what business software can do. It
features ION Workspace, providing single sign-on and single-click
access to all Infor systems so you can easily monitor your
business processes across solutions. You can also configure
home pages to combine executive analytics and key performance
monitors with other desktop applications and third-party portals.
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With Infor Development Framework, you’ll have flexible
deployment options and be able to communicate seamlessly with
external users. You’ll gain agility and be able to respond easily to
changes in your business environment since the architecture
allows IT to make system adjustments quickly with no barriers as
you advance to new releases.
You’ll also have the option of adding other Infor strategic solutions
that are fully integrated, as well as technology advancements such
as mobility and cloud-based disaster recovery services.

Infor10 ION also incorporates in-context business intelligence (BI)
that displays information relevant to your unique work—when you
need it—to improve decision-making. And ION provides Business
Vault, an unbreakable, single-source information repository for
analytics and reporting.
The ION Suite also includes three process and
intelligence services:
• ION Workflow & Events—These let you design and monitor
every business process step to ensure reliable, repeatable
workflows. You can automate routine procedures and focus on
managing the exceptions, as well as respond more quickly to
enterprise-wide changes through automatic alerts to key
stakeholders when problems arise.
• ION Pulse—This Twitter-style messaging system provides
alerts that you can view on desktop computers, laptops, and
mobile devices, with links to approve or disapprove requests.
• ION Connect—This unifying fabric links with Infor and non-Infor
applications, so you can integrate and manage your data and
information workflow, no matter where the data resides or what
application created it.
Through Infor10 ERP, Infor is committed to addressing your critical
business processes, such as quote to cash, purchase to pay, plan
to produce, design to build, user analytics, and integrated
workflow, in addition to CRM, HCM, financial management and
reporting, and BI analytics and reporting. With Infor10, you get the
innovative architecture that dramatically changes what business
software can do to improve your operations and profitability.

Witness how your business
expectations for fast, reliable, and
flexible software become reality in a
live environment.

Industry.
Infor understands that customers no longer accept
“one-size-fits-all” software. They want out-of-the-box capabilities
that address their specific industry needs without adding
expensive, time-consuming configuration. That’s why, unlike other
business software providers, Infor designs ERP applications that
deal specifically with the core challenges that manufacturers
face in various industries such as process, food and beverage, and
industrial manufacturing, as well as the challenges facing
distributors.
To advance that goal, Infor has launched Infor10 Industry Suites
that integrate more specific functionality, including key
performance indicators and analytics that display in Infor10
Workspace. With Lean manufacturing best practices built in,
Infor10 ERP delivers comprehensive functionality that helps you
overcome your core business challenges.
IBM also understands the importance of gaining insight and
intelligence through technology to achieve organizational success.
After a recent global study of more than 3,000 chief information
officers (CIOs), IBM released the results showing that, for the first
time, chief executive officers and CIOs closely agree on future
business challenges and complexity, and that BI analytics and
mobility are the key tools to enhance business competitiveness.
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See results now.
At Infor, we believe in solution development that evolves as your
business needs change, so you can:
• Protect and leverage your current IT investment.
• Enjoy a lower total cost of ownership.
• Benefit from flexible enterprise solutions that are geared to
evolve.
• Implement new solutions at your own pace.

Visit www.infor.com/systemi to learn more.

About Infor.
Infor is a leading provider of business software and services,
helping more than 70,000 customers in 164 countries
improve operations and drive growth. To learn more about
Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

Infor Corporate Headquarters
13560 Morris Road
Suite 4100
Alpharetta, Georgia 30004
USA
Phone: +1(800) 260 2640
www.infor.com
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